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Abstract: The lowest ' « •* singlet excited states of butadiene are stabilized when twisted to 90° around one double bond and 
become strongly ionic. These zwitterionic excited states, which occur in cis-trans photoisomerizations of polyenes, are rather 
difficult to treat in a correct manner. It is shown that an open shell SCF calculation for the diradical ground state, followed by 
a limited CI, overestimates the charge separation anddipole moment in the ionic excited states. By allowing a larger flexibility 
to the wave functions, one demonstrates that (i) the positive and negative net charges attract each other and tend to concen
trate on either side of the twisted double bond and (ii) the a polarization effect stabilizes these localized structures and dimin
ishes the net charges. Both phenomena diminish the excited state dipole moment and charge separation. These conclusions do 
not hold for the protonated Schiff bases, for which the excited state bears a single charge without the counterpart of opposite 
sign and where an important charge migration may occur. 

Several semiempirical studies have shown that in its low
est singlet '7T7r* excited state, the butadiene molecule might 
undergo a rotation around one of its double bonds2 losing its 
center of symmetry. The first ab-initio study of the excited state 
geometry33 kept the center of symmetry of the molecule, and 
only allowed two simultaneous and equal rotations (9\ = 8{) 
around the C1C2 and C3C4 double bonds. An analytic ap
proach to the problem also suggests a full rotation (B1 or 81 = 
90°) around one double bond.3b This is a likely phenomenon 
if one remembers that in ethylene the 8 = 90° rotation di
minishes the energy of the V TTTT* singlet state from 7.6 to 4.9 
eV according to the simplest experimental considerations 
(energy stabilization of 2.7 eV) and from 8.2 to 6.2 eV ac
cording to the most recent and refined quantum mechanical 
calculations4 (energy stabilization of 2.0 eV). The vertical 
So-Si transition of butadiene occurs at about 5.9 to 5.7 eV,6 

i.e., 1 eV above the lowest estimate of the (0-0) transition of 
ethylene; one may therefore guess that a twisted butadiene, 
where the excitation is located on one double bond, is already 
more stable than the planar excited singlet state. The residual 
derealization which may occur in a twisted butadiene should 
give a supplementary stabilization of the 90° structure and 
bring its energy below 4.9 eV. A recent ab-initio study5 actually 
confirms that the perpendicular structures are more stable than 
the planar one. Moreover the twisted conformations of the 
lowest excited singlets appear to be very likely intermediate 
in direct cis-trans photoisomerizations of C-C bonds. 

~V 
X hv 

These photoisomerizations are a basic photochemical reaction 
of conjugated chains and concern, for instance, besides ethylene 
and butadiene, styrene, stilbene, and retinene. (For recent 
theoretical studies of these molecules, see for instance ref 7-9.) 

It may be important therefore to analyze the electronic 
structure of these twisted intermediates. 

From elementary considerations of valence bond theory one 
may divide the four lowest excited states of ethylene into co-
valent and ionic states. The ground state is essentially covalent 
since in the T part of the wave function, described from the two 
2px AO's a and b, the radical components 
a larger weight than the ionic structures 

and I baj have 
and lbbl; the 

LJ 
/ 9 =90 

ionic component disappears for 8 = 90° (0o,r = 1/21/2 |ab + 
ba|). For all values of 6, the TTX* triplet state is purely covalent, 
4>T* = 1/21/2 |ab — ba|. The lowest singlet V state, represented 
by the X T * single excitation, is purely ionic, 0V7" = 1/2' /2IaI 
— bb| . Another singlet state may be introduced in the •K min
imal basis set; for the planar configuration it is essentially a 
doubly excited configuration ir*¥* in the MO representation, 
but for the perpendicular conformation this state becomes 
purely ionic 0z x = l / 2 ' / 2 | a a + bb|. The two ionic states are 
close in energy, and if the symmetry is broken by a chemical 
substitution or a deformation on one CH2 group, 0v and 0z 
may interact and strongly mix. Bonacic-Koutecky et al.10 have 
shown that for 8 = 90°, a slight perturbation on one carbon 
gives two very polar, excited states with a net charge of about 
±0.9 e on each carbon. The full charge displacement, Ag = 1.0 
e, is represented by the limit wave functions 0Zi" = | aa | 
(—e ,+e structure) and 0Z2" = |bb| (+e,—e structure). 0Z," 
and 0Z2" are weakly mixed in the calculated wave functions. 
The same authors10 analyzed the charge distribution of the 
excited i,-c/j',5-/rani'-l,3,5-hexatriene when rotated around 
the central double bond (which is most likely to undergo a 
rotation20). 
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Figure 1. Geometric definition of the problem; labeling of the atoms and 
T atomic orbitals. 

For the 90° conformation, an almost complete charge sepa
ration (Aq = 0.86 e) occurs between the two three-atom x al-
lylic subsystems. If the net charges are centered on the 2 and 
5 carbon atoms, centers of symmetry of the conjugated sub
systems, the 90° conformation will present a high dipole mo
ment. Going on to larger compounds, one may imagine the 
cis-trans isomerization of retinal and related molecules, which 
is the basic photochemical process of vision; the 90° rotation 
around the bond defines two delocalized T subsystems, each 
involving five x AO'S. Bruckmann and Salem9 treated this 
problem by performing an open shell calculation of the radical 
ground state and a further small CI to get the ionic states. In 
retinal the charge separation is such that a final very high 
change in the dipole moment itself (33 to 40 debyes) between 
So and Si was obtained. In the protonated Schiff base, an 
analogous charge displacement was obtained, and these elec
tronic changes were supposed to play the role of an electric 
signal in the primary process of vision. 

The present paper essentially discusses the charge separation 
phenomenon in these ionic excited states, taking butadiene as 
a test case. Using the current variation procedures one meets 
a lot of difficulties in treating these excited states, and/or in 
following their changes from the planar to the twisted struc
ture; the most convenient procedure for one configuration may 
be impracticable or unreliable for another one. This paper 
approaches the problem through a range of techniques (closed 
shell or open shell Hartree-Fock calculations, delocalized and 
localized pictures, CI of increasing dimension,. . . ) . All cal
culations confirm the charge separation phenomenon in the 
unsymmetrical twisted conformations of the excited state, but 
the amplitude of this charge separation, and therefore the 
dipole moment of these zwitterionic states,9 may be greatly 
overestimated when using for instance the delocalized MO's 
of the diradical ground state without a sufficient subsequent 
CI. A variational Hartree-Fock (HF) procedure or/and a 
large CI on these ionic states relocalize the positive and neg
ative charges on the carbon atoms of the rotating bond, through 
their electrostatic interaction. The mechanism of this relo-
calization is analytically discussed in a perturbative scheme. 
Moreover the x charges polarize the a framework, the a re
action field diminishing the total net charges and dipole mo
ments. Both phenomena always occur in neutral molecules, but 
the electronic behavior may be completely different in charged 
molecules, such as protonated Schiff bases, where charge 
transfer between the two decoupled TT subsystems may neu
tralize the ground state ionic site; the electrostatic attraction 
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Figure 2. Structure of the Fock operator; h and h' represent small a-ir 
hyperconjugation interactions. 

between the hole and the particle tends to disappear, and the 
excited state behaves as a competing ionic state, where the 
charge is delocalized on the other side of the molecule. Our 
discussions of the polarization phenomena, while it would in
validate large dipole moment predictions in neutral molecules, 
support Salem's analysis of the charge migration in the retinal 
protonated Schiff base.9 

The whole numerical study has been performed using the 
CNDO Hamiltonian, for obvious financial reasons, since the 
qualitative phenomena discussed in this paper are essentially 
governed by electrostatic forces, which are correctly mimicked 
by the CNDO Hamiltonian. Our main conclusions, especially 
the decrease of the charge separation and dipole moment under 
a consistent variational treatment of the excited states, should 
not depend on the integral approximations, and their order of 
magnitude should not be changed by going to the ab-initio 
level. 

(A) Delocalized Approach 
(1) Symmetry Analysis of the Butadiene Problem. A 90° 

rotation around the Ci Ca bond destroys the center of symmetry 
of the molecule, but the C1C2C3C4 plane remains a plane of 
symmetry for the molecule (Figure 1). The only atoms out of 
this plane are the Hi and H / hydrogen atoms. Starting from 
a basis of core and valence AO's one may distinguish four kinds 
of subspaces, from symmetry and energy considerations: (i) 
The ffs symmetrical <r subspace will be built from all s, px, and 
pz AO's of carbons C2C3C4, all s orbitals from the hydrogen 
atoms linked to C2, C3, and C4, the s and px AO's from Ci, and 
the symmetrical combinations of s AO's from Hi and Hi'. This 
subspace includes all a bond MO's, except for the C1H1 and 
C]Hi' bonds for which it only involves their symmetrical 
combination <rs = [CiC2(^),C2C3(^5C3C411J)5C2H2, 
C3H3,C4H4,C4H4',(CiH, + CiH,')/2'/2 , and their virtual 
counterparts], (ii) The <ra antisymmetric u subspace reduces 
to the Ci Py AO and the antisymmetric combination of H1 and 
Hi' Is AO's. In language of bonds, aa represents the an
tisymmetric combination oftheCiHi and C1H1' bonds <ra = 
[(CiHi-CiHi')/2'/2) and its virtual counterpart], (iii) The 
7Ti symmetric x subspace is built from the pz AO of C|. (iv) 
The Tr2 antisymmetric x subspace is built from the py AO's 
from C2Ci and C4. Whatever its precise definition, the Fock 
operator may be built in such a basis and its structure appears 
in Figure 2. The a and x systems of the same symmetry interact 
through matrix elements which physically introduce the hy
perconjugation between x and a systems. The xa<r2 block f c 
instance (h' in Figure 2) induces a slight derealization between 
the (T2 MO's on C2C3C4 and the CiH, and CiH1 ' bonds. Due 
to the difference in the diagonal energies of a and x MO's this 
<77T mixture, as it turns out, and in accord with chemical intu-
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ition, remains a weak phenomenon and one may focus first 
upon the diagonalization of the x blocks. In a minimal basis 
set, Xi reduces to a single TT AO XI (Z) leading to a nonbonding 
level a0 = Xi; ""2 will be spanned by three x AO's, X2OO, Xiiy), 
X4(y), s u c n a s >n the allyl radical. At the first iteration of the 
SCF process, the Fock diagonal matrix elements (x2|F IX2), 
<X3|̂ r|X3>, and <X4|̂ 1x4> may be supposed to have similar 
values; it will be so if the first guess of the Fock operator is a 
Hiickel-type Hamiltonian, as is usually done in the direct it
eration technique. Its diagonalization will lead to (i) a three-
center bonding MO ai ^ X2/2 + X3/21/2 + X4/2; (ii) a non-
bonding MO a2 ^ (X2 - X4)/21//2; (iii) a virtual MO a3 =* 
X2/2 - X321//2 + X4/2. As concerns the Fock energies one may 
be sure that (ai|F|a,> « (a2|F|a2> =* (a0|F|a0> « 
(a3|F|a3>. Togo further on in this discussion, and to perform 
new iterations in the SCF process, one must specify the choice 
of the Fock operator, i.e., the occupancy of the approximate 
MO's. One may either use a closed shell Fock operator or an 
open shell representation. 

(2) Open Shell Representation. One may study a "diradical" 
wave function in which the lowest x MO ai is doubly occupied 
while the two competing nonbonding MO's ao and a2 are singly 
occupied. The x part of the wave function may be singlet or 
triplet. One knows from valence bond considerations that such 
wave functions correctly describe the neutral ground state and 
lowest triplet state for these twisted situations. 

W = l/2 ,/2[a,ai(a0a2±a2ao)] (1) 

These states represent two x orthogonal radical systems, with 
1 electron per carbon atom in each subsystem. For a practical 
calculation, one may use either an exact Hartree-Fock open 
shell formalism," or an approximate Nesbet-type Fock op
erator12 where g„ represents the field of nuclei 

Fv= T+ ga+2J1 -K1 + J o - y + i 2 - y (2) 

and a electrons. The calculations performed by Salem et al.9'10 

used this procedure. During the iterations the MO's and their 
occupancy cannot change significantly. In our case ao and a2, 
belonging to different symmetry subspaces, cannot mix. Since 
the calculated states are electrostatically neutral, the MO's 
will not receive any significant polarization, and remain 
methyl- or allyl-like. Neglecting the hyperconjugation der
ealization, 

^ a 2 = l / 2 ' / 2 ( X 2- X4) (3) 

Table I reproduces the two singly occupied SCF MO's; one sees 
that the allylic shape of a2 is kept, and that a2 has a slightly 
lower energy than ao- One may use these diradical neutral 
MO's to build the ionic excited states; Salem et al.10 perform 
a 3 X 3 limited CI between <fo and the two lowest closed shell 
determinants 

0ix = [aiaia2a2] (4a) 

fa* = [aiaia0a0] (4b) 

(where the a parts of the wave function are not explicited). One 
may notice that in <j>\ the four x electrons are in the allylic 
system, the state is a M + A - ionized structure Z\ with a lo
calized CH2

+ positive charge and a negative delocalized charge 
in the allyl 7r2 system. $2 represents the reverse ionic Z2 M - A + 

structure with a CH2
- negative localized charge and a positive 

delocalized charge on the x2 system. In the butadiene case 4>o 
being antisymmetric does not interact with the symmetric <j>\ 
and $2 determinants and the limited CI reduces to the inter
action between 4>\ and <f>2, 

{<j»\H\4>2) = <a2a2|l/r12|aoao> = -Ka230 (5) 

Table I. SCF Singly Occupied MO's for the Ground State 
Diradicalar State 

(i) <a2|F|a2> = -0.1532 au 
a2 = 0.7354C2>, + 0.0291 C3v - 0.5375C4r + 0.2894(W1' 
- / /1 )+ 0.0415Ci, 

(ii) <ao|F|a0> = -0.1466 au 
a0 = -0.8772Ci2 - 0.1607C3s - 0.1542C3* - 0.1865C3. 
- 0.3497W, + (1) 

This interaction is a weak exchange integral between two or
thogonal x systems located on two different regions of space. 
If <j>\ and $2 have different energies, i.e., if the two pure zwit-
terionic structures are not degenerate, 

|A£12 | = |<0i|ff|0l> - (4>2\H\d)2)\ »Ka2a0 (6) 

The interaction between them only introduces a weak per
turbation, 

and the eigenstates keep a strongly ionic character, as shown 
by the calculations concerning the substituted ethylene, the 
s-cfs.s-frans-hexatriene,10 and retinene.9 One may notice 
however that using the x delocalized MO's obtained for the 
neutral ground state one forces a strong derealization of the 
net charges in the ionic states. In the 4>] ionic state of butadiene, 
the negative charge at this level of approximation is equally 
spread on C2 and C4 (eq 3). 

+1 -1/2 0 -1/2 
I ^ L I I 
Ci "* C2 C3 C4 

For the s-cis,s-trans-hexatriene twisted around the central 
bond, the two systems are allylic (a0 =* Xi (^) xi)/2]/2> (a2 

— X4 (=F) X6)/21/2 and the net charge distribution becomes 
+1/2 0 +1/2 -1/2 0 -1/2 

I I I (_ 1 I . I 
Ci C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

The center of gravity of its positive and negative net charges 
is located on the central atoms of the two orthogonal subsys
tems (for instance C2 and C5 in the preceding case). For a 
linear skeleton this means that the distance between the mean 
positive and negative charges is about one-half of the total 
length of the carbon skeleton, and the dipole moment in the 
ionic state increases linearly with the number of carbon atoms, 
i.e., the length of the conjugated system. This explains the large 
charge separation obtained by Salem and Bruckmann for the 
retinal molecule.9 However, the open shell SCF limited CI 
procedure is a crude approximation. To improve it, one may 
improve the quality of the excited state MO's or/and enlarge 
the extent of the CI. 

(3) Closed Shell Representation. The a bonding levels being 
doubly occupied, one must fill two x MO's with the four x 
electrons of the problem. Although X2 and X4 are not neigh
boring, one may suppose that their interaction stabilizes the 
a2 level which becomes slightly bonding as it does in the allyl 
radical and anion, and as verified in Table I. 

<a2|F|a2> < (a0 |F|a0), with (a0 = xi) (8) 

In the most likely occupancy scheme, ai and a2 are filled up, 
ao and a3 are empty MO's, and one starts the calculation of a 
M+A - structure in which C1 is positively charged, the negative 
charge being spread over the largest delocalized x system. This 
does not mean that the M - A + structure is higher in energy; 
in the direct iterative procedure the occupancy is determined 
from the orbital SCF energy levels only and not by total energy 
comparisons. A possible difficulty might arise from the near 
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Figure 3. Net charges from an open shell SCF calculation: (a) ground state, 
(b) M+A- excited state obtained from the same MOV 

degeneracy between ao and a2; these MO's are of different 
symmetry and cannot mix, but ao might become lower in en
ergy than a2, leading to an oscillatory behavior of the iterations. 
The actual calculation did not present such convergence dif
ficulties and the M+A - structure was kept along the iterations. 
This is due to the polarization phenomenon, which immediately 
fits the electronic distribution to the M + A - structure. 

One may analyze the extent of these polarization phenom
ena by comparing the total net charges for the M+A - structure 
obtained from the open shell and closed shell SCF-MO's (see 
Figures 3b and 4). In the M + A - description obtained from the 
open shell SCF-MO's, the hyperconjugation already delo-
calizes the positive charge (0.25 e) on C3 and H2 and the 
negative charge on Hi and H / (—0.1 e). But the C4 carbon 
atom is significantly charged (—0.34 e). The variation closed 
shell procedure diminishes the C4 charge by a factor of 2 (to 
—0.17 e). The net charge is essentially concentrated on C] and 
C2 (±0.43 e), but the polarization has diminished the net 
charges. 

This polarization phenomenon goes through two mecha
nisms: (1) The polarization of the a system diminishes the net 
charges; its importance is illustrated by comparing the total 
and -K (between parentheses) net charges in Figure 4; the a 
screening reduces the net charges by a factor %. (2) The de-
localized negative charge will move toward the positive Ci 
carbon atom concentrating itself on the C2 carbon atom in 
order to maximize the electrostatic interaction between the net 
charges. The ratio of the atomic net charges for the two neg
atively charged carbon atoms C2 and C4 changes from 1.5 in 
the open shell representation to 2.5 in the closed shell one. Both 
mechanisms will diminish the dipole moment of the excited 
state. 

,115 

Figure 4. Net charges from an SCF closed shell calculation of the excited 
M+A- state (the numbers in parentheses are the TT net charges). 

Mechanism of the x Polarization. We demonstrate here how, 
starting from nonpolar allylic IT bonds, the closed shell varia
tional procedure and/or a proper CI concentrates the w neg
ative charge. The nonpolar allylic &2 MO has opposite coeffi
cients on Xi and X4- In the M + A - excited state the "hole" on 
the Ci atom brings the negative charge from XA to X2- This 
result is obtained by mixing the a2 and a3 MO's, or in a CI 
language by mixing the 4>\ determinant with a.T,+&2<t>\ = 

|aia"ia2a3| and its spin-homologous |aia"ia3a2|. In the open-
shell calculations 

<a2 |F0 S |a3> = Z a 2 T + ^ + 27, - A : , 

+ * - * + ; . - * * > -

For the ionic state, 

<0i|//|a3
+a2</>i> = (aiaia2a2|//|aiaia3a2) 

= <a2|7- + so + 2y, -K1 +y 2 | a 3 ) 

= (a2|F0S + 0.5J2 -Jo + 0.5K0|a3> 

= <a2|./22-yo + 0.5Ko|a3> (9) 

One may notice that in the intrinsic symmetry of the allylic 
fragment (plane of symmetry bisecting C2C3C4) a2 is an
tisymmetric and a3 is symmetric. Therefore (32!-/2Ia3) = O. 
Since ao has a negligible differential overlap with a2 and a3, 
which lie on a different part of the molecule, (a2| ATo|a3> is 
negligible. Hence, the calculated matrix element, 

<aiaia2a2|//|aiaia3a2) = -(a2|./o|a3> (10) 

represents the interaction between the positive charge ao2 and 
the transition dipole a2a3. Neglecting the IT differential overlap, 
the a2a3 distribution may be approximated by -( ' /2[2J ' /2^2 

+ Vk[2Y/2)x*2: since a0
2 = Xi2, 

<</>,|tf|a3
+a2</>i> = 1 

2[2] ' /2 l<X2Xl.X2Xl> - <X4Xl,X4Xl>| 

• ( £ 1 2 - £ 1 4 ) (11) 2[2 ] ' /2 

where g\2 is the coulombic bielectronic integral between the 
Xi and X2 AO's. These integrals decrease as \/r and g\* « gi2-
The calculated matrix element is therefore positive and lies in 
a range of 4-5 eV. After this configuration interaction, the 
perturbed wave function may be written 

^ + " = *i + \T7T- |aiai(a2a3 + a3a2)| + 0 ( 2 ) (12) 
4A£2-
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where A£23 = (4>i|#|c/>i> - <a3
+a20i |J7|a3

+a2</>i> isthea2 
-* a3 excitation energy (with changed sign) and 0 ( 2 ) represents 
second-order corrections. Defining X = 0.25g|2/A£(2—3). 
which is a negative quantity, one sees that ip may be written 
as a single determinant 

^ = |aia,(a2 + Xa3)(a2 + Xa3)I + 0 ( 2 ) (13) 

where the a2 MO has been changed into a2' 

a2
/ = a2 + Xa3 = ( - l /2 | /2 

+ X/2)X2 - X/2'/2X3 + (I/21/2 + X / 2 ) X 4 ( 1 4 ) 

Since X is negative, the new -K MO has a larger coefficient on 
Xi (in absolute value), a small coefficient on X3, and a strongly 
diminished coefficient on X4- The amplitude shape becomes 

, I 1 

instead of 

the modified MO, adapted to the ionic structure is concen
trated on xi, in the neighborhood of the positive charge. The 
phenomenon is important since g\ 2/4 and A£(2—3) are of the 
same order of magnitude. The electronic reorganization might 
concern the ai MO as well, by mixing it with the a3 MO. A 
similar analytic derivation is possible. 

Mechanism of the a Reorganization. In the neutral diradical 
state, the C]C2 bond for instance is nonpolar. In the M + A -

excited state, this bond is submitted to a strong electrostatic 
field. This leads to a mixture of the <x bonding and a* anti-
bonding MO's; <0i|//|aff*

+aff0i) = (a*\-J0 + Ji\o) (ne
glecting the (TTT exchange integrals); if the 0*0 distribution is 
defined as —I- on C)C2, the matrix element is positive. The 
modified wave function 

\p' = <t>i + X'aff*
+aff0i (15) 

has a negative X' coefficient and may be approximated (to the 
second order) by a modified determinant in which the new c 
MO 

a'= a + XV* 
= l/2'/2 (1 - \')hx + l/2'/2(l + \')h2 (16) 

has a larger coefficient on the C] sp2 hybrid h \ and a smaller 
coefficient on the C2 sp2 hybrid Zi2. 

The -K and the a reorganization effects are taken into account 
in the closed shell SCF procedure. To introduce them in a 
treatment starting from the SCF neutral MO's (obtained from 
the open shell Fock operator) one must perform a sufficient 
CI; the single excitations at least must be introduced, but the 
SCF process sums up contributions from higher excitations 
representing simultaneous polarization effects on the various 
bonds. The 3*3 CI cannot reproduce the polarization phe
nomena and its estimate of the dipole moment is overesti
mated. 

(4) Status of the Z2 (M-A+) State. The second ionic closed 
shell determinant ^2"' (eq 4b) is more difficult to reach from 
the delocalized direct iteration procedure. One may notice 
however that it will remain orthogonal to cj>\. Let us call <r\ . . . 
<jn the a MO's. All of them except <J„ are symmetrical. Then 
if the M + A - 4>\ single determinant is written as 

f>i = |o-io-i .. . o-„<r„aiaia2a2| (17) 

with three doubly occupied antisymmetric MO's (<7„,ai,a2), 
the Z2 (M -A+) ionic state will be represented by 

02 = ki ' f f] ' . . . ff/ov/ai'aYaoaol (18) 

with only two doubly occupied antisymmetric MO's (<7„',ai'). 
All SCF-MO's will be different for these states, and they are 
not necessarily orthogonal 

< f f , | « r / ) * 0 , < a , | a / ) ^ 0 (19) 

but the symmetry implies that <at'j<r,-) = <a 1 j cr,-'> = <a2|<7/') 
= O, for all / = 1, n. The two SCF determinants are necessarily 
orthogonal since in the (4>\\4>i) scalar product one must nec
essarily associate two antisymmetric with two symmetric 
MO's. Therefore the two closed shell (M+A - and M -A+) 
determinants having respectively 4 and 6 electrons in the an
tisymmetric subspace are orthogonal. This result no longer 
holds if symmetry is broken, such as in a substituted ethylene 
molecule, in s-cis,s-trans-hexa.tr\ene or tetraene, for which the 
closed shell SCF process will lead to two different but nonor-
thogonal determinants. 

One may derive immediately a further result; any linear 
combination of "4 antisymmetric-electron" determinants is 
orthogonal to any linear combination of "6 antisymmetric-
electron" determinants. Therefore if one performs a CI process 
from 0i and from </>2 without changing the number of electrons 
in the antisymmetric subspace, the two resulting multiconfi-
gurational wave functions remain orthogonal. If ^ and v rep
resent respectively symmetric and antisymmetric MO's, 

h = L c, •*Qn%*i) ( n "/i) 
U=I 

/n-4 
Wi I lM=O (20) 

H = E Cj A (̂ n n'ks) ( n / / J ) 

The same polarization phenomena occur, with opposite di
rections, in the 4>- + closed shell SCF determinants. The <r 
bonds receive opposite polarizations. The delocalized charge 
is now the positive T charge but it will concentrate on the C2 
carbon atom. The -n reorganization phenomenon occurs 
through the interaction between 02 = |aiaiaoao| and 
|aiI2aoao|. One shows that (02|//|aia2aoao> = (ai|70 ~ 
/i/2|a2> (neglecting intersystem exchange integrals), = 
(aj |7o|a2) (due to local symmetry considerations in the allylic 
fragment), and = -(,/2[2]1/2)(gl2 _ ^14). The SCF a' MO on 
the ir2 system of the M - A + ionic structure may be approxi
mated by a / = ai + Xa2, where X = (-l/2[2]1/'2)(gi2 -
gu)/Af(I-2) is positive. The new coefficients of a' ('/•> — 
X/ [2]' /2 on X2, 1 / [2]' /2 on X3, '/2 + X/ [2]' /2 on X4) concen
trate this MO upon the C4 carbon atom, bringing therefore the 
positive charge on the C2 carbon atom, in front of the C1 neg
ative charge. 

We have not been able to reach the Z2 (M -A+) state from 
a direct delocalized procedure, but its SCF determinant was 
obtained through a localized approach. 

(B) The Localized Approach 

It is well known that if sufficient CI is performed, the choice 
of reference MO's is not important. For the ground state, 
equivalent localized MO's are obtainable, which keep the SCF 
determinant invariant.13 For excited states, the excitonic 
methods write the wave functions as linear combinations of 
locally excited determinants.14 In our case the delocalized 
analysis shows that the excitation tends to concentrate in the 
twisted CiC2 bond. One may try to analyze the problem in 
terms of localized MO's. As a first step, we show that one may 
introduce a single determinantal approximation of ^1 and ^2 
using fully localized bond MO's. 

(1) Fully Localized Single Determinant Representation of 
<t>\ and <t>2- Let us build for each a bond and for the C3-C4 TT 
bond a fully localized bonding MO <#• from two directional 
hybrids hi] and h,2, 

<fH ~ Cjhj, + djhj. 
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,018 Table II. Optimized Polarities (d) of Fully Localized Bonds in the 
+ - and - + States" 

!- .857) 

Figure 5. Net charges from an SCF closed shell calculation of the excited 
VI-A+ state (the numbers in parentheses are the -K net charges). 

as done in the PCILO scheme.15 For the Cj and C2 carbon 
atoms one may introduce the symmetric and antisymmetric 
TT, MO 

i- .054 
'(-.045 ) 

/ 0 5 9 
y . 1 5 2 ) 

\ 
\ 
\ 
.024 

* /C1C2 

(C3C4 
/C 1 C 2 

Ic1H1 
Ic2C3 
/C 2 H 2 

"\ C3C4 
IC3H3 
IC4H4 
VC3H4' 

M+A" state 

- 1 , 
-0.063 
+0.287 
+0.072 
-0.062 
+0.010 
-0.014 
-0.030 
+0.025 
+0.008 

M A+ state 

+ 1. 
+0.058 
-0.284 
-0.001 
+0.062 
+0.050 
+0.010 
+0.090 
+0.044 
+0.060 

= (Xi+X2) /2 1/2 , * = ( " X i + X 2 ) / 2 1 / 2 
TTl = U l + Xl)I ^1", 1H 

which are degenerate. The ground state wave function is a 
linear combination of two degenerate closed shell determi

nants, 

<po= \o\ . . . onTr\ir\Tr2T2\ 

TT^W*T*) = k l • • • O ,,TT]* TT ^TT2TTlI 

V̂O = [00 ~ 0(7TTT-7T*7T*)]/2l/2 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

while the triplet state is 0 T = \a\ . . . ~5„{TT\TT\* — 
•K\*TT\)TT2TTI\I2^I2. The ionic states may be described from this 
set of MO's as linear combinations of determinants' but it is 
simpler to write them in a single determinantal form 

,A .M + A- = \„ 

,M-A+ 

• C/tX2X2T2T2| 

^ X l X l ^ ^ l (24) 

Without authorizing any derealization between bonds, one 
may optimize independently these various determinants by 
optimizing the bond polarities, (i.e., the coefficients c, and d, 
of the bond MO's) in a self-consistent way. One obtains is this 
manner the best fully localized single determinant descriptions 
(for a given choice of hybrids). The <TI . . . cr„, TT2 M O ' S are 
polarized in order to minimize the energy of the Considered 
determinant. One may find in Table II the corresponding op
timal bond polarities; n and all a bonds are polarized to fit the 
M + A" and M - A + CiC2 distributions of 0i and 02; one notices 
that the polarizations have opposite directions, as expected. 
The final charge diagrams already qualitatively resemble the 
SCF closed shell picture; in the M + A - state for instance the 
carbon atoms bear respectively +0.569, —0.661, +0.045, and 
-O.l 10, compared to +0.433, -0 .433 , +0.170, and -0 .170 
in the SCF calculation. For the M - A + state the fully localized 
net charges are -0.714, +0.604, -0 .096, and -0.036 in the 
C1, C2, C3 , C4 carbon atoms, respectively. The charges are 
more important and more concentrated than after the delo-
caliztion but the a polarization already reduces them to the 
right order of magnitude. 

From these locally optimized bond MO's one may improve 
the wave function in two directions; (i) improve the localized 
MO's to obtain SCF localized MO's using the iterative pert-
urbative approach recently proposed by Daudey;16 (ii) go to 
a multiconfigurational wave function through CI tech
niques. 

(2) SCF Localized Wave Function. Starting from the 
PCILO localized wave functions one allows the fully localized 

" The coefficients of the XY bond MO's are [(I + </)/2]>/2 and [(I 
• d)/2]'I1 on the X and Y atom hybrids). 

bond MO's to have tails on the other bonds through a pertur-
bative process 

\n = IO + 
U*\F\i*) 

(i\F\i) - (]*\F\j* U*) (25) 

The new /' MO's are orthondrmalized and the process is re
peated until Brillouin's theorem is satisfied ((i'\F\j'*) = 0). 
These SCF localized MO's closely resemble the fully localized 
bond MO's. For the 0i state, the final determinant is identical 
with the delocalized SCF determinant. The 02 M - A + state 
was very difficult to obtain in a direct iteration technique; 
Daudey's procedure16 starting from the fully localized picture 
02 gives immediately a second orthogonal closed shell deter
minant of the same overall symmetry. This second SCF closed 
shell solution lies at -884.25 eV, i.e., slightly higher than the 
M + A - SCF closed shell determinant (-884.67 eV) and 2.1 
eV above the SCF open shell ground state determinant 
(-886.11 eV). 

Figure 5 gives the charge diagram for this new state (the 
charges for <j>\ M + A - were already given in Fi'gufe 4). The a 
system does not change very much and its polarization di
minishes the TT net charges (between parentheses in Figures 
4 and 5). The main change is a TT derealization; the "hole" or 
"particle" which was kept on the C2 atom in the fully localized 
description is delocalized on the C3C4 7r2 bond through single 
excitations from or toward this bond. 

(3) Localized CI. (a) Method. If the CI Is large enough to • 
approach the exact solution of the N-electron problem, the 
result should not depend on the choice of MO's. Starting from 
"a priori" or SCF, delocalized or localized MO's one should 
find the same result. We therefore tried various sets of MO's 
and performed the CI according to the CIPSI technique;17 the 
m most important determinants are chosen through an iterative 
technique, the CI matrix restricted to these determinants is 
diagonalized, giving m configuration wave,functions, and the 
interaction of these wave functions with the other determinants 
is treated as a perturbation, to the second order in energy. The 
rnb^t irrtportant deterrriinants in this perturbation may be se
lected to build an enlarged CI matrix and an improved multi
configurational zeroth order wave function, which again may 
be perturbed in the next step of the iterative process. 

'Each iteration gives two energies; the zeroth order varia
tional energy is an upper bound, corresponding to a limited CI, 
the second order corrected energy is no longer an upper bound, 
but it lies closer to the exact eigenvalue of the problem. The 
zeroth order wave functions involved up to quadruply excited 
determinants. In practice the zeroth order wave function in
cluded up to 209 determinants, and for this calculation 2 X 1 0 5 

determinants were taken into account in the perturbation. 
(b) Starting from Ground State (Noripolar) Bond MO's. We 

performed a first set of calculations using the fully localized 
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Table III. The Four Lowest States Zeroth and Second Order Energies (eV) and Carbon Net Charges Obtained from Several CI 
Calculations Using Nonpolar Localized Bond MO's, Respectively Involving 11, 100, 138, and 209 Determinants 

S0 T, S M-A+ S M+A" 

11 E0 -878.72 -878.46 -873.39 -872.62 
E2 -890.73 -892.17 -888.63 -886.97 
<?, -0.10 -0.08 -0.75 +0.65 
q2 -0.03 -0.04 +0.56 -0.66 
qi -0.01 -0.02 0 -0.02 
<?4 -0.06 -0.06 +0.01 -0.16 

100 E0 -882.98 -882.98 -881.05 -880.46 
E2 -890.38 -890.38 -889.10 -889.18 

<?i -0.09 -0.09 -0.73 +0.51 
!72 - 0 . 0 5 - 0 . 0 5 +0.45 -0.61 
<?3 0 0 -0.03 +0.05 
q4 -0.07 -0.08 +0.04 -0.16 

138 E0 -883.93 -883.01 -881.73 -881.17 
E2 -890.11 -890.39 -889.18 -889.34 

<?, - 0 . 1 0 - 0 . 0 9 - 0 . 5 4 +0.31 
q2 -0.04 +0.05 +0.27 -0.55 
qi 0 0 -0.02 +0.04 
q4 -0.07 -0.08 0 -0.14 

209 £ 0 -884.28 -883.10 -882.07 -881.58 
E2 -890.12 -890.42 -889.35 -889.49 

<7i -0.10 -0.09 -0.51 +0.29 
q2 -0.04 -0.05 +0.26 -0.44 
q3 0 0 -0.02 +0.05 
q4 -0.07 -0.08 0 -0.14 

bond MO's determined for the ground state. These bond MO's 
are practically nonpolar and they are rather poor for the polar 
excited states. A lot of determinants must be included in the 
zeroth order wave functions for the polar singlets. This pro
cedure (CIPSI-PCILO) has already been applied on styrene,7 

propiophenone,18 benzaldehyde,19 and stilbene20 excited state 
calculations. 

Table III gives the energies of the four lowest states of four 
iterations involing 11, 100, 138, and 209 determinants. The 
zeroth and second order energies tend to stabilize, suggesting 
a good behavior of the perturbation. One must notice however 
that while the zeroth order energy always predicts the M + A -

state" to be higher in energy than the M - A + state, the second 
order energies fall in the reverse order. This means that in such 
a near degeneracy situation, the search for the exact eigen
values is a very difficult task and would require a still larger 
CI which was impossible for financial reasons. 

Despite this inversion in the second order corrected energies 
the eigenvectors were very stable. Table III also gives the net 
charges on the four carbons for the successive zeroth order 
wave functions. These charges clearly identify the M + A - and 
M - A + states, but they tend to decrease with iteration. Their 
values are rather similar to that of the SCF calculation but 
slightly less contrasted. As a matter of fact, starting from 
nonpolarized MO's, the CI process must include a lot of 
(multiple) excitations to introduce a good polarization of the 
electronic clouds in the two polar states, and the zeroth order 
functions are not better than the closed shell SCF single de
terminants. However, this procedure has a significant advan
tage since it simultaneously gives the four lowest states. 

(c) Starting from the polarized fully localized bond MO's, 
one may calculate independently the M + A - and M - A + ex
cited states. Since the bond polarities are adjusted, a 32 or 36 
determinant variational wave function is sufficient to reach 
the variation energy of the 138 determinant zeroth order wave 
functions obtained from nonpolar MO's. The M + A - singlet 
state zeroth order energy, —881.40 eV, was decreased to 
-890.34 eV by the second order perturbation, while the zeroth 

and second order energies were —881.49 and —890.39 eV for 
the M - A + singlet state. The net charges (and w net charges) 
of the carbon atoms were respectively 

+0.350 -0.449 +0.061 -0.135 r , , 
t o r t h p ~T" ~~ ^tfitf1 

(+0.813) (0.880) (+0.036) (-0.086) 
Ci C2 C3 C4 

-0.580 +0.319 -0 .56 +0.000 , ., . t t 
for the —I- state, 

(-0.960) (+0.732) (-0.018) (+0.094) 

in qualitative agreement with the SCF closed shell represen
tation (Figures 4 and 5). 

(d) Starting from SCF localized MO's one can only reach 
the corresponding polar state; the M + A - and M - A + states 
require separate series of calculations, keeping in mind the 
orthogonality constraints developed in section A4. The per
turbation of the SCF closed shell determinants leads to 
-889.41 and -888.82 eV second order corrected energies for 
the M + A " and M - A + states. The most important correction 
arises from the (7^ -* 7T2*)2 double excitation; when it is in
cluded in a two configuration zeroth order wave function, the 
second order corrected energies become -889.28 and -888.68 
eV. From this calculation 13 intrapair and air interpair doubly 
excited determinants were selected and the new zeroth order 
wave function was perturbed; 2.9 X 105 determinants were 
involved in the perturbation leading to -889.27 eV for the 
M + A - state and -888.64 eV for the M - A + excited state. One 
may notice the stability of the second order energies, and of the 
energy difference (0.6 eV) between the two polar states, which 
is increased by the correlation energy. The energy levels no 
longer cross and one may consider this last calculation, using 
the best zeroth order variational wave function, to be the most 
reliable. The charges are not significantly changed under the 
perturbation. 

We do not perform the CI from SCF delocalized MO's. Our 
experience in CI techniques always showed that the delocalized 
CI's are less sensitive and less rapidly convergent (with respect 
to the number of determinants) than localized CI's.23 
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Figure 6. C1PS1-PCILO evolution of the four lowest states of butadiene 
under a rotation around a double bond: (a) zeroth order energy for a 100 
X 100 Cl; (b) second order corrected energy, from the preceding wave 
functions. 

(4) Adequacy of the Localized CI from Nonpolar Bonds for 
Intermediate Deformations. The preceding developments only 
concerned the 90° twisted structure, and took benefit of 
symmetry considerations. For intermediate values of the tor
sion angle or for pyramidal carbon atoms, the symmetry is 
destroyed, resulting in orthogonality problems and collapses 
of the iterative procedures upon the same levels. A real problem 
appears to follow the whole potential energy curve from 8 = 
0 to 90°. For the planar structure, an SCF closed shell proce
dure is required for the ground state, while the excited states 
involve several singly and doubly excited states. On the other 
side of the surface, the single determinantal description of the 
ground state results from an open shell SCF calculation while 
the ionic states are well described by closed shell SCF deter
minants. The classical methods cannot connect in a smooth 
manner these extreme descriptions. If one starts from the 
closed shell SCF-MO's for the small values of 6 and from the 
open shell SCF-MO's for large values of 6, a large CI will be 
necessary to join the potential surfaces of the ground state itself 
and a still larger CI will be necessary to represent reasonable 
descriptions of the excited states. 

A smooth surface can only result from the use of a consistent 
set of MO's, valid for all 6 values. The a-priori localized bond 
MOs, although arbitrary in principle, may be used for any 
geometry. The a bond MO's were determined from a maxi
mum overlap criterion hybridization procedure21 (as done in 
PCILO15) and it is very simple to perform the whole x CI. 
Then the energy curve is uniquely defined. Figure 6 gives the 
evolution of the zeroth and second order energies for the four 
lowest states using a 100-determinants zeroth order wave 
function. The rotation increases the ground state energy and 
stabilizes the three lowest excited states. The use of CNDO 
parameters overestimates the ground state barrier and the 
vertical and adiabatic transition energies by a factor 1.5, de
spite the high degree of -K and air correlation introduced in the 
calculation. 

The near degeneracy between the Z] and Z2 states for 9 = 
90° immediately suggests that a further geometrical defor
mation might split the two levels. In these highly polar states, 
the negatively charged carbon atoms should be pyramidal, 
since CH3

- , as the isoelectronic NH3 molecule, is pyramidal.22 

Such deformation of the Ci and C2 sites have been explored 
by Bruckmann and Salem5 in a successful manner; these de
formations respectively stabilize the M - A + and M + A - states. 
Such pyramidalizations concentrate the negative net charges 
on a particular carbon atom and locate it on the rotating bond. 
They therefore diminish the charge separation in the excited 
states and this phenomenon contributes to concentrating the 
electrostatic interaction in the region of the rotating bond. 

(C) General Discussion. Charge Separation and Charge 
Displacements in Zwitterionic Excited States. The Case of 
Retinal and Its Protonated Schiff Base 

(1) Neutral Conjugated Chains. The present paper has shown 
that the charge separation, which definitely appears in un-
symmetrical twisted zwitterionic excited states, is overesti
mated when one only performs an open shell HF calculation, 
reliable for the neutral diradical ground state or triplet state, 
followed by a very limited CL This simple algorithm leads to 
two nearly orthogonal positively and negatively charged tc 
subsystems, the + and — centers of charge are located around 
the central carbon atoms of the two subsystems and the excited 
state dipole moment linearly increases with the length of the 
conjugated system. Excited twisted retinal would therefore 
exhibit a fantastic dipole moment (=~ 30-40 debyes). Three 
mechanisms tend to diminish these high dipole moments. 

The ir polarization effect is the leading one; the positive and 
negative net charges tend to attract each other, and to con
centrate on the edges of the rupture of conjugation, i.e., on the 
carbon atoms of the twisted bond. Let us schematically com
pare two limit descriptions of the ionic states of a (substituted) 
decapentene twisted around its central bond. A delocalized 
approach will lead to two pentadienyl moieties where the net 
charges are delocalized on each subsystem and centered on the 

AAwV 
+ 

a 
C3 and Cg atoms. The other limit picture is a fully localized 
picture where the hole and the excess electron are on two 

b 
neighboring atoms. Going from a to b one loses of course the 
energetic benefit of derealization of the net charges which 
diminishes the probability of a simultaneous presence of two 
electrons on the same carbon atom. (An estimate of this de-
localization energy gain would be possible from the comparison 
of electron affinities and ionization potentials of CH3 and C5H7 
systems.) But one gains about 10 eV by concentrating the net 
charges on the rotating bonds since the \jr variation of their 
attraction is very rapid. This electrostatic interaction of the 
"hole" and "particle" will be the main factor diminishing the 
dipole moment of these zwitterionic states. 

The a polarization effect, by a proper adjustment of the a 
bonds electronic distribution to the TT field, diminishes the total 
dipole moment and electric fields through a a reaction field. 

The electron-hole picture b is also stabilized by a proper 
deformation of the (Q) negatively charged atom. The final 
picture, although intermediate between the a and b is certainly 
closer to b. 

The first phenomenon will always occur in neutral conju
gated molecules, even heteropolar molecules such as retinal. 
The only exception would concern charged molecules, if an 
electronic charge, already present in the ground state, may trap 
the supplementary charge created in the ionic excited state, 
and cancel out with it. In such a case the excited state is no 
longer zwitterionic, it represents another charged structure. 

(2) Charge Migration in a Small Protonated Schiff Base. Let 
us consider the simplest conjugated protonated Schiff base, 
H2C=CH—CH=N+H2, which is isoelectronic to the buta
diene molecule. The fully localized picture of the ground state 

/ \ 
implies two (polarized) ir bonds Q = Q and Q = N 4 , the net 
charge being essentially located in the C3N4 region. An SCF 
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Figure 7. SCF ground state net charges of the C3NH6
+ protonated Schiff 

base. 

calculation actually leads to the charge distribution pictured 
in Figure 7, where, despite an important derealization of the 
positive charge, the C3N4 region bears +0.75 e. 

Two fully localized pictures may be invoked for the H— 
singlet excited state after rotation around the C1C2 bond. 
Starting from our previous conclusions, one may imagine a 
polarization of the QC2 bond, leading to some sort of a 
"charged zwitterion" (a). But in the conjugated C2C3N4 sys-

C,=N, 
C1=C2 

/ + - \ 
\ 

tern, the negative and positive charges may cancel and lead to 
a singly charged structure b. Structure b should be more likely 

than structure a since it gains electrostatic energy; a C=N w 
bond is destroyed but a C=C -K bond is formed and the electron 
pair moves from the carbon to the nitrogen atom. A reverse 
polarization, of the C1C2 bond, corresponding to the Z2 singlet 

V 
, = c r < 

state should be unlikely since it would concentrate two positive 
charges in the same region of space and the corresponding 
excited state should be high in energy; the positive charge on 
the N+ side removes the degeneracy between the two excited 
singlet states. These qualitative statements have been con
firmed through numerical calculations. Starting from the fully 
localized determinants built from structures a and b the SCF 
procedure converges toward the same excited state lying 4.08 
eV above the ground state. The heavy atoms (Ci . . . N4) bear 
respectively +0.46, -0.36, +0.32, and -0.14 e; this picture 
is intermediate between structures a and b. But the geometry 
relaxation favors structure b. Shortening the C2-C3 bond from 
1.47 to 1.35 A and lengthening the C3-N4 bond from 1.25 to 
1.40 A, the excited state is stabilized by 1.4 eV (leading to a 
very low (2.67 eV) nonvertical transition energy) and the 

Figure 8. Twisted singlet excited state net charges OfCjNH6
+ protonated 

Schiff base. The numbers between parentheses represent the changes in 
atomic populations from the ground state distribution. 

positive charge (see Figure 8) tends to concentrate on the C]H? 
group (0.6 e). The charge variations (between parentheses in 
Figure 8), clearly demonstrate that an overall electron transfer 
occurs (of about 0.47 e) from the Ci, Hi, H/ , and H2 atoms 
toward the previously positively charged right part of the 
molecule: the singlet excited state appears as resulting from 
a right-left migration of the positive charge. Moreover the 
twisted —\-Zj excited state has been calculated, starting from 
c; the SCF solution was obtained lying 8.08 eV above the 
ground state, therefore confirming the nondegeneracy of the 
Zi and Z2 states, and the peculiar nature of the protonated 
Schiff bases. 

(3) The Possibility of Charge Migration in Long Conjugated 
Protonated Schiff Bases. Similar considerations hold for long 
conjugated Schiff bases. If the N+ net charge is located in part 
B of the molecule, 

B NH2 

1 A 1 

(i) the B -* A charge transfer excitation is very high in energy 
since it brings two positive charges in the same region of space; 
(ii) on the contrary the A —* B charge transfer leads to a stable 
structure since the electron arrives in the positively charged 
B region; (iii) the previously proposed (section Cl) picture 
b 

r-_ 1 
B NH, 

A / V A A / + " 
A + 

is no longer likely since the negative charge may attack (and 
cancel) the nitrogen positive charge, leading to a neutral part 
B with a change in bond alternation. 

B 

NH2 /x/^v^v^ 

Moreover since the negative net charge cancels in part B the 
positive charge is no longer compelled to stand on the rotating 
bond, and may be delocalized on the conjugated A part, leading 
to the very stable valence picture proposed by Salem;9 the A 
part "hole" being no longer attracted by a "particle" may 
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B 

/WwNH2 
I I 

A 

spread over its conjugated fragment without losing any elec
trostatic energy. 

The electrostatic attraction of the "hole-particle pair" 
disappears if and only if one of the two subsystems already 
bears an electric charge, which may be canceled through the 
excited state charge transfer. Of course an environmental 
negative charge certainly exists in the N + region, which might 
prevent a neutralization of N + site, but the rotation around the 
central bond certainly moves the B part of the molecule, and 
the N + site no longer faces its negative environmental coun
terpart. 

From these simple arguments one might understand the very 
specific role of the retinal protonated Schiff base. Neither the 
retinal nor its nonprotonated Schiff base would present such 
a charge displacement; in such molecules the -I— couple would 
remain in the rotating bond region. The stability of Salem's 
structure also possibly explains the very low excitation energy 
of the molecule and the bathochromic effect of the Schiff 
base. 

Of course the charge migration is overestimated if one im
agines it as a jump of a 1.0 e charge from the nitrogen atom to 
the central carbon atom of the A part. Our calculations on the 
smallest protonated Schiff base suggest a shorter transfer of 
a smaller charge (<0.5 e). Further calculations on these large 
systems, allowing correct repolarization phenomena, are 
necessary, in order to assess the exact extent of the charge 
migration. 
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conformational analysis of the cyclohexadiene ring systems 
1,4-dihydrobenzene (1), 1,4-dihydronaphthalene (2), and 
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studies over several years, each of these systems became a 
center of controversy over some aspect of its stereochemistry.2 

For example, it had generally been accepted that 3 exists as 
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rapidly equilibrating boat conformations, but conflicting re
ports appeared concerning the preferred conformation of 
substituted derivatives (3a) with regard to pseudoequatorial 
or pseudoaxial (shown) preference of substituents.3a It was 
later shown by use of nuclear Overhauser enhancements and 
homoallylic coupling constants (A,to) that pseudoaxial con
formations are indeed the preferred geometry.3b 
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Abstract: The question concerning the extent of cyclohexadiene ring puckering in 1 -substituted 1,4-dihydronaphthalenes is at
tended to by NMR analysis of several structures including some rigid, boat-shaped model compounds. A large 1-substituent 
results in a highly puckered geometry (similar to 9,10-dihydroanthracene), whereas small substituents are accommodated by 
a less puckered (but not planar) cyclohexadiene ring. Attention is also given to the nature of the homoallylic coupling con
stants. 
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